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Looking To Hire Photoshop Artist/Painter 
Type of work: Preparation of PSD files via cropping and painting for Animator to work with.


Illworks Introduction  
We are a creative Motion Graphics & Animation Studio.  We believe in putting out stellar work 
for our clients that will “blow the minds” of the audience.  We aim to leave the viewer having to 
acknowledge our work when seen on screen. We believe in creating and delivering quality work 
on schedule so our clients can sleep easy knowing we are on the job.


Personality Type 
We are looking for creative, talented, clever, positive, proactive, solution driven individuals who 
are able to work with others to create amazing graphic elements following a certain style/
theme.  Must have the willingness to deliver their best work possible. Applicant must also be 
efficient with time and the ability to cope and deal with pressure if it arises with a positive and 
calm attitude to complete the job. Applicant be able to understand to put ego aside when 
client asks for revisions.


Job Summary/Description 
The job would entail creating/prepping graphic elements in Photoshop tailored for a motion 
graphics artist to use to animate in After Effects with the end goal of a Photo Parallax effect. 
We are looking for someone to crop out elements very clean as well as paint out backgrounds 
fully by any means (meaning if you have to add or use other photos to create a background)


Style References:

https://motiongraphics.london/hunger-for-truth/

Co-working Alongside and Communicating with: 
1. Our Line Producer (Project Manager)

2. Creative Director


Requirements and Required Knowledge, Skills, Abilities: 
1. Well versed in Photoshop. (Specifically cloning/painting out backgrounds and cutting out of 

elements clean)

2. Attention to detail.


Schedule 
November 2021 - March 2022


If interested please email us any past work if available online and a little paragraph about 
yourself to info@illworksstudios.com  so we can meet and discuss pay and schedule . We 
look forward to hearing from you!


mailto:info@illworksstudios.com

